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ABSTRACT: Interactions over SouthAsia between tropical depressions (TDs) and extratropical storms known as western

disturbances (WDs) are known to cause extreme precipitation events, including those responsible for the 2013 floods over

northern India. In this study, existing databases of WD and TD tracks are used to identify potential WD–TD interactions

from 1979 to 2015; these are filtered according to proximity and intensity, leaving 59 cases that form the basis of this paper.

Synoptic charts, vorticity budgets, and moisture trajectory analyses are employed to identify and elucidate common in-

teraction types among these cases. Two broad families of interaction emerge. First, a dynamical coupling of theWDandTD,

whereby either the upper- and lower-level vortices superpose (a vortex merger), or the TD is intensified as it passes into the

entrance region of a jet streak associated with the WD (a jet-streak excitation). Second, a moisture exchange between the

WD and TD, whereby either anomalous moisture is advected from the TD to theWD, resulting in anomalous precipitation

near the WD (a TD-to-WD moisture exchange), or anomalous moisture is advected from the WD to the TD (aWD-to-TD

moisture exchange). Interactions are most common in the post-monsoon period as the subtropical jet, which brings WDs to

the subcontinent, returns south; there is a smaller peak in May and June, driven by monsoon onset vortices. Precipitation is

heaviest in dynamically coupled interactions, particularly jet-streak excitations. Criteria for automated identification of

interaction types are proposed, and schematics for each type are presented to highlight key mechanisms.

KEYWORDS: Extratropical cyclones; Extreme events; Monsoons; Rainfall; Synoptic-scale processes

1. Introduction

The devastating 2013 north India floods were caused

by unusually heavy rainfall after a trough in the upper-

tropospheric westerlies interacted with a strong monsoon

low pressure system (Mishra 2015; Chevuturi and Dimri 2016).

Such interactions between these extratropical systems—known

commonly as western disturbances—and tropical depressions,

whether or not embedded in the summer monsoon, have the

potential to cause extreme precipitation for several reasons.

First, the region is rich in steep, complex orography resulting in

areas of very large climatological precipitation; second, tropi-

cal systems that cannot necessarily reach these regions might

be able to providemoisture to the extratropical systems that do

pass over such areas.

Western disturbances (WDs; also known as westerly

troughs) are most common during the winter months (Lang

and Barros 2004; Madhura et al. 2015; Hunt et al. 2018a) when

the subtropical westerly jet in which they are embedded is farthest

south, over the Indian subcontinent (Schiemann et al. 2009).

These WDs occur 5–10 times per month in winter, are largely

confined to the middle and upper troposphere (e.g., Singh and

Agnihotri 1977; Roy and Roy Bhowmik 2005; Dimri and

Chevuturi 2014; Cannon et al. 2016) and are extratropical (i.e.,

frontal and baroclinic) in nature (Pisharoty and Desai 1956;

Rao and Rao 1971; Singh and Agnihotri 1977). WDs are re-

sponsible for the majority of winter precipitation over

Pakistan, north India, and Nepal (Hunt et al. 2019b; Midhuna

et al. 2020), especially over the westernHimalaya (Palazzi et al.

2013), and for almost all extreme precipitation events during

winter in north India and Pakistan, primarily drawing their

moisture from the Arabian Sea (Hunt et al. 2018b).

Tropical depressions (TDs) occur over South Asia in two

varieties, depending on the large-scale environment and sea-

son. During the summer monsoon, when vertical wind shear is

extremely large, TDs cannot fully develop into tropical cy-

clones (e.g., Emanuel et al. 2004), instead becoming larger-

scale monsoon low pressure systems (Sikka 1977). These low

pressure systems occur 10–15 times per monsoon season and

are responsible for over half of the rainfall in themonsoon core

zone (Hurley and Boos 2015; Hunt and Fletcher 2019) as well

as extreme rainfall events across north (e.g., Hunt et al. 2018b;

Dutta et al. 2019), central (e.g., Rao 2001; Pai et al. 2015), and

south (e.g., Tomar 2012; Hunt andMenon 2019) India. Outside

the monsoon, in the absence of the severe vertical wind shear it

brings, TDs are free to develop into tropical storms and
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tropical cyclones. The strongest of these, known in India as

cyclonic storms (.17.5m s21 sustained wind speed) and severe

cyclonic storms (.24.7m s21 sustained wind speed) occur on

average three to four and one to two times per year, respec-

tively (Singh et al. 2001), and can cause catastrophic rainfall

in coastal regions of India and Bangladesh (e.g., Ali and

Chowdhury 1997; Saha 2015; Akilan et al. 2017). A brief note

on nomenclature: in this paper we use tropical depression to

refer to all systems reaching at least tropical depression status,

including monsoon low pressure systems, monsoon depres-

sions, tropical storms, and tropical cyclones.

a. Interactions between tropical depressions and

western disturbances

Interactionsbetweenwesterndisturbancesand tropical/monsoonal

air masses have been the subject of a number of studies. Early

on, it was theorized that TDs south of the Equator could af-

fect the precipitation efficiency of WDs through interaction

with the trade winds (Malurkar 1947). Pisharoty and Desai

(1956) found that clusters ofWDs around the Tibetan Plateau

often preceded a break in the monsoon; such breaks were

caused by low pressure associated with WDs steering the

monsoonal westerlies poleward, causing deficient rain in the

monsoon core zone and a surplus along the Himalayan

foothills (Ramaswamy 1976; Yasunari 1986). Similarly, it has

been shown that when the monsoon trough is situated

anomalously far north, passingWDs can directly inducemoist

southerlies to reach the foothills (Kalsi 1980), and that WDs

can create regions of high baroclinicity, and hence the po-

tential for heavy precipitation, within the monsoon trough

itself (Singh and Chand 2015).

Some work has also explored the more direct relationship

betweenWDs and TDs, often noting that passing WDs appear

to support cyclogenesis in the Bay of Bengal (Sen 1959; Prasad

and Krishna Rao 1974), or strengthen existing depressions

(George and Datta 1965; Kalsi and Jain 1989). George and

Datta (1965) found, however, that quasigeostrophic analysis

was not possible in the vicinity of the Himalayas due to con-

tributions from mechanical forcing and friction, though it was

later hypothesized that the intensification is caused by a de-

crease in altitude of the WD vorticity (Kalsi and Jain 1989).

Srinivasan et al. (1973) found a correlation between WD

presence and thunderstorm frequency over Bangladesh,

though their study was confined to derechos. WDs can also

cause depressions or tropical cyclones in the Bay of Bengal

to recurve and head northward or northeastward (Joseph

1978, 1981; Rasul et al. 2005; Sikka 2006a).

Kalsi and Halder (1992), summarizing Rao (1976), identi-

fied four ways in which WDs interact with the tropics:

(i) intensification or initiation of TDs; (ii) enhancing precipi-

tation within existing TDs; (iii) causing TDs to recurve

northward; and (iv) triggering breaks in the monsoon. Kalsi

and Halder (1992) developed this thinking further, using sat-

ellite data to examine seven case studies of WD–TD interac-

tion. They found that such interactions could occur before,

during, or after the monsoon, often leading to distortions in the

TD cloud field, and that they were often associated with heavy

precipitation. Further, they confirmed in some cases that

immature depressions could be intensified by WDs, but they

could also be weakened by vertical wind shear associated with

WDs. In one case, they found that outflow from a tropical cy-

clone affected a WD.

Interest in WD–TD interactions surged after the 2013

Uttarakhand/north India floods; a number of authors described

the cause as being a merger of a monsoon low pressure system

and a western disturbance, noting that it was preceded by the

former redirecting moist southerlies into the affected region

(Singh andChand 2015; Joseph et al. 2015; Ranalkar et al. 2016;

Vellore et al. 2016; Houze et al. 2017).

b. Interactions between tropical cyclones and

upper-tropospheric troughs

There are some important dynamical similarities between

WD–TD interactions and the interactions of tropical cyclones

(TCs) and upper-tropospheric troughs (UTTs), which have

been the focus of a much wider range of studies, typically fo-

cused on the United States. However, there are three principal

differences, particularly for monsoonal (or otherwise non-TC)

TDs. (i) WD–TD interactions almost invariably happen over

land, and often near steep orography, whereas most TC–UTT

interactions occur over the ocean. (ii) The mechanisms

behind TC and TD growth differ—TCs are thought to grow

either through wind–evaporation feedback (Emanuel 1986)

or through vortical hot towers (Montgomery et al. 2009),

whereas TDs (in particular monsoonal TDs) are thought to

grow through interactions between moist convection and the

monsoonal mean state—including both horizontal and ver-

tical shear and the distribution of moist static energy (Diaz

and Boos 2019, 2021; Adames 2021). (iii) Wind shear is det-

rimental for TC growth (e.g., DeMaria 1996) as it ventilates

the TC core with low entropy air, but is either beneficial (see

above) or insignificantly detrimental for TD growth (Moorthi

and Arakawa 1985; Rao et al. 2004; Ditchek et al. 2016).

Although these differences must be borne in mind when

placing the work of this paper into context, much insight into

the processes behind WD–TD interactions can be gained

from thorough analysis of the TC–UTT interaction literature.

The first comprehensive assessment of TC–UTT interac-

tions was undertaken by Sadler (1976), who developed a con-

ceptual model based on three case studies. He noted three

important factors that made these interactions favorable for

developing TCs: decreased vertical wind shear, increased di-

vergence aloft, and channeling of the TC outflow into large-

scale westerlies. Following this, a number of mechanisms by

which a UTT could lead to TC intensification have been pro-

posed. First, some authors found that the azimuthal eddy flux

convergence of angular momentum induced by the UTT in-

teracting with the TC outflow could enhance the secondary

circulation of the TC (Pfeffer and Challa 1981; Molinari and

Vollaro 1989; Hanley et al. 2001). However, this mechanism is

unlikely to be important in TD–WD interactions because TDs

almost always lack eyewalls. Second, TC outflow can be di-

rectly enhanced by the secondary circulation associated with

an accelerating westerly jet upshear of the UTT, which reduces

inertial stability aloft (Shi et al. 1990, 1997; Rios-Berrios et al.

2016; Komaromi and Doyle 2018). A variant of this was also
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proposed byRodgers et al. (1991), who found that when the TC

outflow was channeled into the westerly jet, intense convective

outbreaks could be initiated and sustained in mature TCs be-

low. This mechanism is possible for TD–WD interactions over

South Asia, given that WDs propagate along the subtropical

westerly jet. Third, authors have considered the constructive

way in which the positive PV anomalies of theUTT andTC can

interact when they are superposed. Some have proposed that

this occurs directly through quasigeostrophic forcing (Molinari

et al. 1995; Bosart et al. 2000; Bracken and Bosart 2000; Fischer

et al. 2017, and as a secondary mechanism by Galarneau et al.

2015), arguing that the PV cutoff low that forms the UTT is

sufficiently small in scale to generate significant QG ascent

through the differential vorticity advection term. Others have

proposed that the upper-level anomalous PV is advected di-

rectly into the TC (Leroux et al. 2016), or that it is redistributed

there by internal diabatic heating (Molinari et al. 1998; Hanley

et al. 2001; Fischer et al. 2017). This mechanism is also possible

for WD–TD interactions, as WDs have a PV maximum in the

upper troposphere and TDs have a PV maximum in the lower

troposphere, allowing for superposition.

Despite these proposed intensification mechanisms, it has

long been known that some UTT interactions can weaken

or terminate TCs (Lewis and Jorgensen 1978; Zehr 1992).

Subsequent authors found that the relative location (DeMaria

et al. 1993; Komaromi and Doyle 2018), size (Molinari et al.

1998; Fischer et al. 2017), and strength (Molinari et al. 1998) of

the UTT determine whether the resulting vertical wind shear is

damaging to the TC or not. WDs do not vary appreciably in

size, but their intensity can vary over an order of magnitude

(Hunt et al. 2018a), which, along with changes in relative po-

sition, could significantly affect the nature of their interactions

with TDs.

Of particular interest to this work are those studies that have

sought to classify interactions according to their composite

dynamics. Hanley et al. (2001) examined potential UTT in-

teractions among all named North Atlantic TCs from 1985 to

1996 using an eddy momentum flux convergence framework.

They reduced these interactions into four categories: favorable

and unfavorable superposition (if the TC intensified or weak-

ened within 400 km of the UTT PV maximum), and favorable

and unfavorable distant interaction (TC between 400 and

100 km from UT PV maximum). They did not attempt to de-

termine the cause of unfavorable superpositions due to a very

small sample size, but ascertained that the difference between

favorable and unfavorable distant interactions was typically

excess wind shear in the latter caused by a strong UTT. These

distant interactions were characterized by the TC passing into

the jet entrance region downstream of the UTT, as discussed

above. Fischer et al. (2017) classified TC–UTT interactions by

TC intensification rate. They found that the most rapid inten-

sification rates were associated with QG-forced ascent in up-

shear quadrants of the TC, driven—in agreement with earlier

studies—by differential vorticity advection. The weakest (i.e.,

neutral) intensification rates occurred when the UTT and TC

where very close, with the jet over the developing TC resulting

in unfavorable wind shear. Fischer et al. (2019) then used

a k-means approach to retrieve clusters of UTT features

involved in rapid TC intensification. They identified three

clusters, a ‘‘cutoff’’ UTT cluster, which they associated with the

superposition interaction in Hanley et al. (2001), a ‘‘north-

west’’ UTT cluster, which they associated with the distant in-

teraction in Hanley et al. (2001), and a ‘‘northeast’’ UTT

cluster. They found that among these, rapid intensification was

most likely in the cutoff and northeast clusters, and preferred a

short UTT wavelength, with a distance of 500–1000 km be-

tween the UTT and TC PV maxima.

c. Summary

Despite the work of Kalsi and Halder (1992) and studies on

the 2013 north India floods, several issues remain unclear.

Though databases of various flavors of TD have existed for

some time [e.g., monsoon low pressure systems (Sikka 2006b),

monsoon depressions (Mooley and Shukla 1989), and tropical

cyclones (Gray 1985)], such a catalogue for WDs did not exist

until fairly recently (Hunt et al. 2018a). As such, there has not

yet been an attempt to describe the interactions between TDs

and WDs in a climatological framework, meaning that we

have a number of key unanswered questions:

d How frequently do interactions between WDs and TDs occur?
d Are there different types of interaction?
d How do WD–TD interactions affect precipitation, and how

does this vary by interaction type?

In this study, we will discuss our data and methods in section 2.

We will then detail different interaction types and their rain-

fall production mechanisms (section 3), and then look at

broad interaction statistics such as location and seasonality

(section 4). An outline for automatic identification of inter-

action types is presented in section 5. Finally, we discuss the

implications of our work in section 6 and conclude in

section 7.

2. Data and methodology

a. Data

The five datasets used in this study are described below.

For the atmospheric variables plotted in our synoptic charts,

as well as for the fields needed for trajectory analysis, we use

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

interim reanalysis (ERA-I; Dee et al. 2011). All fields are

available at 6-hourly intervals with a horizontal resolution of

T255 (;78 km at the equator), with the three-dimensional

fields distributed over 37 vertical pressure levels spanning from

the surface to 1 hPa. The dataset covers the period 1979–2019.

Data are assimilated into the forecasting system from a variety

of sources, including satellites, ships, buoys, radiosondes, air-

craft, and scatterometers. ERA-I outputs derived purely from

the model, for example precipitation and cloud cover, are not

used in this study.

Precipitation data in this study come from theAPHRODITE-2

project (Yatagai et al. 2012, 2017), which is based on gauge

data, gridded using a kriging method to 0.258 3 0.258 at daily
resolution. The dataset runs from 1951 to 2015. Over India, the

rainfall amount recorded for a given day is the accumulation
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from 0300 UTC (0830 LT) the previous day to 0300UTC of the

current day. This dataset was chosen for its longevity and

resolution. Given we are not interested in rainfall over

the ocean, satellite data were not needed. The sparse gauge

network over the Himalayas and Hindu Kush (as well as the

difficulties of measuring snowfall with gauges) means that

precipitation data in this region have significant uncertainty.

To check the robustness of our results, we will also use

precipitation data from the high-resolution Indian Monsoon

Data Assimilation and Analysis (IMDAA) reanalysis (Ashrit

et al. 2020). This reanalysis is available at an hourly sampling

frequency from 1979–2018 over the South Asian region (158S–
458N, 308–1208E), at a spatial resolution of 12 km, and simu-

lated precipitation well when verified against individual gauges

(Ashrit et al. 2020).

We use the database of western disturbance tracks from

Hunt et al. (2018a) in this study. Using 6-hourly ERA-Interim

data, they tracked WDs by computing the mean relative vor-

ticity in the 450–300-hPa layer, and then performed a spectral

truncation at T63 to filter out short-wavelength noise. They

then identified positive-definite vorticity regions within this

field and determined the centroid location for each one. These

centroids were then linked in time, subject to constraints in

distance and steering winds, to form candidate WD tracks.

Finally, those candidate tracks that did not pass through South

Asia (208–36.58N, 608–808E), have a lysis to the east of their

genesis. Tracks that did not last at least 48 h were rejected. This

catalogue is publicly available from the CEDA repository

(Hunt et al. 2019a).

We use the database of tropical depression tracks fromHunt

and Fletcher (2019) in this study. The core of the algorithm is

identical to that used to develop the western disturbance cat-

alogue above, except the input is the truncated 900–800-hPa

relative vorticity field. There is no domain filtering at the end,

but tracks shorter than 48 h are still rejected. This algorithm

has been used, either for WDs or TDs, by a number of authors

(e.g., Martin et al. 2019; Dong et al. 2020; Arulalan et al. 2020).

b. Proximity calculation and event selection

Using the western disturbance and tropical depression track

databases outlined in section 2, we start by parsing them to

identify common 6-hourly samples in which both aWDandTD

are present over South Asia. Here, South Asia is defined as

108–358N, 608–908E, though as we will come to see, the fol-

lowing results are insensitive to this choice. This first step gives

us several thousand timesteps (4952, spread over 1066 unique

WD–TD pairs) over the common track database period (1979–

2014) with ‘‘interactions,’’ the majority of which are far apart

and/or very weak (Fig. 1), and thus unlikely to interact with

each other. We therefore filter through two additional criteria:

first, we require the centers of the WD and TD to pass within

2000 km of each other; second, we require that the geometric

mean of the relative vorticities at the system centers (taken at

850 hPa for TDs, 350 hPa forWDs) is greater than 53 1025 s21.

These thresholds correspond closely to the median interaction

distance and the upper quartile interaction intensity, and co-

incide with ranges presented in previous literature (Patla

et al. 2009) for TC–UTT interactions. Together, these criteria

ensure that both systems are well-developed, and that they

pass within an influencing distance of each other. This addi-

tional filter leaves us with several hundred interaction time

steps, which belong to a total of 59 interacting WD–TD pairs.

The selection process is summarized in Fig. 1, which further

demonstrates the complex life cycles of these interactions. In

an additional five cases, the WD and TD tracks were insep-

arable and clearly indicated that the same system had been

tracked by both algorithms. Such cases are not considered in

this paper. We make no effort to differentiate between

tropical cyclones and weaker TDs in this process; however,

among the 59 cases compiled, only two TDs had tropical cy-

clone status at the time of the interaction.

All 59 cases were analyzed manually and individually. For

each, synoptic charts showing precipitation, vorticity, moisture

flux, upper and lower level winds, and vertical velocity were

produced for all times when both a TD and WD were present

as well as a day either side. Then, the synoptic and subsynoptic-

scale processes responsible for heavy precipitation in the

vicinity of either system were described, along with the over-

all circulation and any additional features of interest, such as

regions of unusually high moisture flux or precipitation.

Common types of interaction were then identified from this list

of synopses, with each case being assigned to one, two, or in six

cases, zero types. Those cases not assigned a type are deemed

to be noninteracting for the purpose of this study. That does

not mean that no interaction has taken place, only that the

methods we have deployed were insufficient to detect its

pathway. In the sections that follow, each of the major types of

interaction identified will be explained and analyzed using

selected case studies that best illuminate their most important

characteristics.

Broadly speaking, there are potential three ways in which a

WD and TD can interact: through a change in the dynamics, a

change in themoisture flux, or a change in the thermodynamics

(i.e., through static stability). As we will come to see, these can

manifest in several different ways, and are not necessarily

mutually exclusive.

3. Categories of interaction

a. Dynamical coupling

Here, we identify two distinct types of WD–TD interaction

where the key mechanism depends on some modulation of the

dynamical fields. The first of these is a vortexmerger, where the

two systems physically combine; the second, which we call a

jet-streak excitation, involves the WD inducing a downstream

jet streak whose entrance region constructively interferes

with a TD, strengthening it.

1) VORTEX MERGING

Vortex mergers between WDs and TDs are possible in

principle because they largely inhabit different regions of the

troposphere: WDs tend to have a vorticity maximum around

400–300 hPa (Dimri and Chevuturi 2016; Hunt et al. 2018a)

whereas TDs tend to have theirs at about 900–800 hPa

(Godbole 1977; Hurley and Boos 2015; Hunt et al. 2016).
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Systems at similar altitudes (e.g., pairs of tropical cyclones)

tend not to merge in this way (Fujiwhara 1921), but when they

do the process is complex and typically involves the loss of

convective organization of one of the systems (Lander and

Holland 1993). Merger interactions are an analog to the

‘‘favorable superposition’’ interactions of Hanley et al. (2001)

and the cutoff cluster of Fischer et al. (2019).

The first vortex merger case we consider occurred in

November 1995 when a TD (mostly orange contours in Fig. 2)

originating in the Bay of Bengal moved northwestward over

the peninsula where it caused heavy precipitation over Nepal,

Odisha, and Andhra Pradesh. Contemporaneously, a WD

(magenta contours) moved southeastward across northern

India. As the two systems approached each other, they both

intensified (1800 UTC 9 November) before coalescing a day

later (1800 UTC 10 November), causing 128 deaths and

$46.3million (USD) in damageover its duration (EM-DAT2020).

To confirm whether these systems have actually merged, we

need to look at the three-dimensional structure of relative

vorticity. One way to do this is to project vortex filaments onto

the surface by plotting a representative vorticity isoline (2 3
1025 s21) at each vertical level (every 50 hPa in our case).

Figure 2b shows how these filaments progress with time: ini-

tially the WD and TD are clearly separate top-heavy and

bottom-heavy vortices, respectively. As the two approach

(1800UTC 9November), some of themidtropospheric isolines

start to combine while the upper and lower levels remain

separated. This results in a vertical cross section that resem-

bles an asymmetrical ‘‘H’’ shape. Eventually (1800 UTC

10 November), the system is described by a single isoline at

each level, confirming a complete vortex merger. Figure 3

shows the development of the full vertical structure of relative

vorticity and equivalent potential temperature during the

merger. Aside from the features already mentioned, we note

that a significant northwestward (i.e., along the line joining the

two centers) tilt develops as the two systems merge (0000 UTC

10November), remaining in the fully merged system (1200UTC

10 November). Contours of equivalent potential temperature

(black lines) show that a large frontal region develops as

the highly baroclinic WD nears the deep convection of the

TD (0600–1200 UTC 9 November). As this frontal region

reaches the surface (1800 UTC 9 November to 0000 UTC

10 November), lower-tropospheric vorticity—associated with

the TD—increases considerably in depth and magnitude.

This suggests that slantwise convection may be resulting in

vortex stretching in this region, which we will explore below.

The final merged system (1200 UTC 10 November) has a

complex thermal structure that retains baroclinicity in the

FIG. 1. Case studies shown in distance–intensity phase space. The selection thresholds

[
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z350(WD)z850(TD)

p
. 53 1025 s21 and separation distance of the TD and WD centers

, 2000 km] are marked in red. Paths of the 59 cases meeting these criteria are given by gray

lines, with exemplary points for each marked in black. Colored contours show a Gaussian

kernel density estimate of the frequency of all interactions (on a time step, rather than event,

basis). The univariateGaussian kernel density estimates for (top) distance and (left) intensity.
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upper troposphere and a shallow vertical gradient in equiv-

alent potential temperature in the lower troposphere, but also

includes broad areas of relatively steep horizontal gradients,

reflecting the mixing of tropical and subtropical air masses.

To complete this description of vortex mergers, we need to

examine the vorticity tendency budget. This requires the se-

lection of another case, November 1982, which occurs away

from the Himalayan foothills where budget closure is difficult

due to increased external body forces from the surface. In this

case (Fig. 4), a tropical cyclone originated in the Arabian Sea,

moving northeastward over Maharashtra and Gujarat. On

making landfall, it weakened to depression intensity. At the

same time, a WD, unusually far south, was tracking westward

over the same area, resulting in a vortex merger and heavy

precipitation over those states. There were an estimated 500

fatalities, 5 million displaced, and $625 million (USD) in

damage (EM-DAT 2020) as a result.

There are a number of ways to write the vorticity tendency

equation; here we choose to group terms by physical cause and

neglect viscous diffusion and external forces, so

›z

›t|{z}
Eulerian rate
of change

52z=
h
� u

h|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Vortex

stretching

2 u
h
� =z

|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Horizontal
advection

2v
›z

›p|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Vertical
advection

2=
h
v3

›u

›p|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Vortex
tilting

,

where z is the relative vorticity at a given pressure level,v is the

vertical velocity in pressure coordinates, uh is the horizontal

vector wind, and all other symbols have their usual meanings.

The values of each of these terms for 0000 UTC 9 November

1982 (center panel of Fig. 4) at 800 hPa are shown in Fig. 5. This

case is particularly useful because the TD vortex stalled as

it made landfall, so contributions to the vorticity budget

from storm translation—i.e., the contribution to ›z/›t and

u � =z from movement of the vortex—were small.

FIG. 2. Charts for 8–10Nov 1995, showing a vortexmerger. (a) Synoptic charts. Isolines, omitting zero, are shown for relative vorticity at

multiples of 53 1025 s21 in orange (850 hPa) and magenta (350 hPa). Precipitation (solid color) is taken from APHRODITE and shows

the 0300–0300 UTC daily total; arrows show the vertically integrated moisture flux. Coarse hatching indicates where surface pres-

sure is below 850 hPa. (b) The structure of vorticity in the troposphere. For each pressure level from 850 to 150 hPa inclusive in 50 hPa

intervals, the 23 1025 s21 relative vorticity isoline is plotted. Red circles mark the location of TDs, and cyan circles mark the location of

the WD.
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The rate of change of vorticity (Fig. 5a) is calculated using a

first-order differencing of the subsequent and current 6-hourly

time steps in ERA-Interim, and shows both the slight north-

eastward progression of the vortex as well and its strength-

ening—as the positive tendency to the northeast is greater in

magnitude than the negative tendency. Horizontal advection

by steering winds (Fig. 5c) is largely cancelled out by the tilting

term (Fig. 5e), with the residual tendency being slightly nega-

tive and to the east of the TD. Vertical advection (Fig. 5d)

plays a minor role but at 800 hPa, at least, its contribution is

dwarfed, along with the other terms, by vortex stretching

(Fig. 5b). A brief caveat here: as Haynes and McIntyre (1987)

point out, partitioning the vorticity equation in this way can

lead to large noncancelling errors if there are uncertainties or

inconsistencies in the input fields. However, given the rela-

tively large scale of our analysis and the approximate budget

closure in ERA-Interim, we do not believe that this signifi-

cantly affects our results.

Other vortex merger cases (e.g., Fig. S1 in the online sup-

plemental material) where the budget can be approximately

closed show vortex stretching (b) to be the dominant term as

well. Chen et al. (2005) showed that, at least for monsoonal

TDs, lower-level vortex stretching is expected above regions of

high precipitation due to latent heat release aloft, as did

Adames and Ming (2018) and Clark et al. (2020) in GCM

studies of varying complexity. While we do observe that here,

and in other cases, the magnitude of the stretching term is

several times higher during a merger interaction than for a

standalone TD, implying that the interaction is responsible for

some intensification of the TD through lower-level stretching.

Budget analysis at 500 hPa (Fig. S2) shows that ›z/›t is closely

balanced by horizontal advection. This follows Boos et al.

(2015) who found that steering of monsoonal TDs happens

preferentially in the midtroposphere. At this level, the vertical

advection term, caused by ascent, is both very large and col-

located with the 850-hPa stretching, suggesting that the WD

FIG. 3. Vertical cross sections of relative vorticity (filled contours) and equivalent potential temperature (black line contours; interval:

5 K) at 6-h intervals during the November 1995 vortex merger case. The horizontal axis is a geodesic of constant length, connecting the

centers of theWD and the TD and is centered on their midpoint. The 23 1025 s21 relative vorticity isoline is marked in red. Orography is

filled in light brown.
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promotes intensification of the TD at lower levels by mid-

tropospheric ascent leading to stretching. These results are

generalizable to the other vortexmerger cases identified by this

study (see section 4).We note this contrasts with Kalsi and Jain

(1989) who hypothesized that the intensification was caused

by a decrease in altitude of the WD vorticity maximum.

2) JET-STREAK EXCITATION

The second type of dynamical coupling interaction occurs

when aWD is associated with a downstream jet streak in the

subtropical jet. Irrotational ageostrophic flow is associated

with positive vorticity advection to the right (generally

south or southeast, for the NH subtropical jet) of the jet-

streak entrance, which is in turn associated with a region of

ascent (e.g., Martin 2006, p. 214). A passing TD can interact

with such regions, which are favorable for their develop-

ment. We will hereafter refer to this type of interaction as a

jet-streak excitation. Jet-streak excitation interactions are

an analog to the ‘‘favorable distant interactions’’ of Hanley

et al. (2001) and the northwest UTT cluster of Fischer

et al. (2019).

Our exemplar jet-streak excitation case study occurred

during September 1995 (Fig. 6) when a monsoonal TD initi-

ated over central India and headed north, passing under a jet-

streak entrance region that was associated with a WD over

Afghanistan. Figure 6 highlights the structure of jets at 850 hPa

(blue), 500 hPa (yellow), and 300 hPa (green) by plotting barbs

for only the top quartile of wind speed at that level. The jet

streak is clearly visible at 300 hPa, aligned toward the northeast

with an entrance region broadly over Pakistan. The associated

ascent region is highlighted by the gray contours indicating

integrated vertical mass flux at about 308N, 808E, and for

completeness, one can see the corresponding descent region to

the left of the jet-streak entrance situated at about 408N, 658E.
The TD (location given by red circle, full track—1200 UTC

1 September to 1800 UTC 4 September—by magenta line)

passed into this ascent region and in doing so rapidly intensified

and deposited heavy precipitation over the northern states of

India, resulting in a flash flood in Bihar that killed nearly 1500

people (EM-DAT 2020). Inspection of synoptic charts from

the preceding day verifies that the ascent region associated

with the jet entrance is initially distinct from the depression

and is not caused by its presence.

This intensification can be understood by looking at the

evolution of the vertical structure of dynamic fields associated

with the TD in Fig. 7. Here, we take vertical velocity, Q-vector

convergence, and relative vorticity, averaging each over a cir-

cle of radius 28 centered on the TD. The TD was initially weak

and shallow, with ascent confined to below 700 hPa. After

initially spinning up on 1 September, the TD then weakened

through 2 September. This is relatively common among land-

forming depressions during the late monsoon, where the re-

sources required to sustain a depression are typically limited

(Baisya et al. 2017). From 3 September onward, Q-vector

convergence, which indicates quasi-geostrophically forced

ascent and creation of cyclonic vorticity below, steadily in-

creased in the midtroposphere as the TD approaches the jet-

streak entrance region. The increasing Q-vector divergence

aloft is consistent with the structure expected from a jet-

streak entrance (e.g., Martin 2006, p. 216). As the TD entered

this region, its associated relative vorticity and vertical ve-

locity increased significantly, resulting in a deepening of the

ascent to over 300 hPa. While the vertical velocity and vor-

ticity initially increased together, as one would expect, the

former reached a maximum that was sustained for about

12 h longer. This was probably due either to latency from

the initial intensification at lower levels or additional me-

chanical forcing from the Himalayan foothills. This pattern

of Q-vector convergence mapping directly onto increases

in vorticity and ascent was present in all other jet-streak

FIG. 4. Synoptic charts for 8–9Nov 1982, showing a vortexmerger. Isolines, omitting zero, are shown for relative vorticity at multiples of

5 3 1025 s21 in orange (850 hPa) and magenta (350 hPa). Precipitation (solid color) is taken from APHRODITE and shows the 0300–

0300 UTC daily total; arrows show the vertically integrated moisture flux. Coarse hatching indicates where surface pressure is below

850 hPa.
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excitation cases (examples shown in Figs. S3 and S4) exam-

ined during this study, as was the delayed deepening of

the ascent.

b. Moisture exchange

Aside from coupling dynamically, WDs and TDs can also

interact by exchanging moisture. In this section, we explore the

mechanisms that commonly underlie this.

1) TD-TO-WD MOISTURE EXCHANGE

The next family of interactions are characterized by the

transmission of moisture from one system to another. They do

not necessarily couple dynamically as in the previous section,

but instead provide or redirect moisture flux that amplifies the

precipitation associated with one system or the other. The

more common orientation is moisture flux gathered by the TD

being sent northward or northwestward to be converted into

precipitation by the WD. TD-to-WD moisture exchange in-

teractions are dynamically similar to the predecessor rainfall

events identified in Galarneau et al. (2010), wherein tropical

cyclones provide deep tropical moisture to regions of quasi-

geostrophically forced ascent associated with jet-streak en-

trances in the northern United States. However, WDs are not

necessarily associated with jet streaks and the orography dif-

fers considerably between the two regions, so the forcing in-

volved may differ considerably.

FIG. 5. Vorticity tendency budget at 800 hPa for 0000 UTC 9 Nov 1982. Tracks (dotted lines) and locations (circles) for theWD and TD

are given in blue and red, respectively. (a) The Eulerian rate of change, (b) vortex stretching, (c) horizontal advection, (d) vertical

advection, (e) vortex tilting, and (f) the sum of all tendency terms. The WD genesis was over the Mediterranean on 25 Oct 1982, and its

lysis was over central China on 12 Nov 1982. The TD spun up over the Arabian Sea on 3 Nov 1982 and lasted until 11 Nov 1982.
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Perhaps the most illuminating, and certainly well-known,

case of a TD-to-WD moisture exchange interaction is the

Uttarakhand/north India floods of June 2013 (Fig. 8a), where a

monsoonal TD originated in the Bay of Bengal and moved

northwestward across the Gangetic Plain. It reached the vi-

cinity of a strong WD that was subsequently associated with

extremely heavy rainfall in north India, causing flooding and

landslides that killed over 6000, displaced over 500 000, and

caused $1.1 billion USD in damage (EM-DAT 2020). The

synoptic charts show the TD was embedded in the monsoonal

front, though it is unlikely to have been an onset vortex given

that these usually originate in the Arabian Sea (Krishnamurti

et al. 1981; Webster et al. 1998). The monsoonal moisture flux

curves around the TD to the north, where the precipitation

occurs. This is quite unusual for a monsoonal TD, whose pre-

cipitation tends to be located to the southwest of the center

(Rajamani and Rao 1981; Hunt et al. 2016), and it is also clear

from the synoptic charts that this WD is not organizing its own

moisture—i.e., moisture in the vicinity of theWD has not been

advected there by circulation associated with the WD itself.

This is not necessarily unusual amongWDs, but is notable here

because it implies this WD would have caused very little pre-

cipitation without the presence of the nearby TD.

Figure 8b shows this interaction in the context of large-scale

moisture flux convergence and ascent. The WD (cyan circles,

note there are two because this system had several distinct

vortical centers) has a local region of ascent associated with it,

marked by the dense gray contours, that starts just to the south

(0600 UTC 15 June) but eventually moves to the southeast

(0600 UTC 17 June) as it intensifies. This ascent region quickly

becomes collocated with the heaviest precipitation as the TD

moisture flux passes into it. High values of vertically integrated

moisture flux convergence (purple) show that the flux is being

consumed in these areas. VIMFC appears to lag behind pre-

cipitation, but this is probably an artifact of the daily accu-

mulation in APHRODITE.

Air parcel back-trajectories from regions of high specific

humidity (Fig. 8c) allow us to consolidate this argument. Here,

we release 100 equally spaced parcels from 800 hPa over a box

(marked in red) containing the highest daily precipitation;

these are then integrated backward for 3 days and colored by

specific humidity to indicate potential sources of moisture for

heavy rainfall events. We use the solver defined in Hunt et al.

(2018b). We see that the trajectories are largely cyclonic,

wrapping around the TD. This structure is also present at

500 hPa (Fig. S5) in the second and third initialization times,

FIG. 6. Synoptic chart for 1800 UTC 3 Sep 1995 showing the top-

quartile winds at 850 hPa (blue barbs), 500 hPa (yellow barbs), and

300 hPa (green barbs); tropospheric-mean vertical mass flux [given

here as a density-weighted column-mean vertical velocity (v);

gray line contours, with solid for ascent and dashed for descent];

750-hPa relative humidity (shaded purple where greater than

75%); and the locations of the WD (red marker) and TD (cyan

marker).

FIG. 7. Vertical structure of v [solid contours], relative vorticity

[black contours, interval: 23 1025 s21, negative contours dashed], and

Q-vector convergence [red contours, interval: 2:53 10219 m s21 kg21,

negative contours dashed] for the TD shown in Fig. 6, involved in the

jet-streak excitation that occurred in Sep 1995. These are taken as

averages over a circle of radius 2+ centered on that TD.
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FIG. 8. Selected charts for 15–17 Jun 2013, showing a TD-to-WD moisture exchange interaction. Western disturbance tracks and

locations are given in cyan; those for the TD are given in red. The TD lasted from 0000 UTC 12 Jun to 1800 UTC 16 Jun. The WD with

which it interacted spun up over the Caspian Sea on 14 Jun and lasted until 1800 UTC 18 Jun. (a) Synoptic charts. Isolines, omitting zero,

are shown for relative vorticity at multiples of 53 1025 s21 in orange (850 hPa) andmagenta (350 hPa). Precipitation (solid color) is taken

from APHRODITE and shows the 0300–0300 UTC daily total; arrows show the vertically integrated moisture flux. Coarse hatching

indicates where surface pressure is below 850 hPa. (b) Moisture-focused synoptic charts. Arrows show vertically integrated moisture flux.

Colored contours show vertically integrated moisture flux convergence (kgm22 s21), which has been spectrally truncated at T63 to aid

illustration. Density-weighted vertically integrated vertical velocity is shown by gray contours (interval: 0.05 Pa s21; positive values

dashed; zero contour in dark grey). Red and cyan lines mark the TD and WD tracks, respectively. (c) The 3-day back trajectories for air

parcels originating over northern India at 0600 UTC on 15–17 Jun 2013, colored by specific humidity. For each time, 100 particles are

released from 800 hPa, distributed evenly within a box (marked red) that contains the heaviest rainfall at that time. Red and cyan dotted

lines mark the TD and WD tracks, respectively.
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indicating that almost all of the moisture present in the deep

convection is brought in by circulation associated with the TD.

This confirms that, even though the precipitation is closely

related to the dynamics of the WD, the moisture is being

provided almost wholly by the TD. Thus, the simultaneous

presence of both systems enhanced the heavy rainfall preced-

ing the floods.

(i) Bifurcation

TD-to-WD moisture exchange interactions appear to come

in several different varieties, one of which is sufficiently distinct

to merit discussion here. In most TD-to-WD moisture ex-

change interactions, the relative positioning of the two systems

means that the moisture outflow from the TD passes directly

into the WD; occasionally a very strong WD can induce the

outflow from a nearby TD to change direction toward it,

creating a separate branch of moisture flux, regardless of the

relative position of the two systems. We will call this latter

variant bifurcation for reasons that will shortly become clear.

Our case study of choice for TD-to-WD moisture bifurca-

tion occurred in December 1987 (Fig. 9a) when a weak TD

traversed the southern tip of peninsular India before turning

north into the Arabian Sea; at the same time, a strongWDwas

moving eastward through Afghanistan and Pakistan. The

strong ascent region associated with the WD (Fig. 9b), to its

east, drives a region of significant lower-level convergence.

This convergence splits the cyclonic moisture flux associated

with the TD: as the circulation rotates from southerly to east-

erly along the southwest coast of India, one branch continues to

head northward toward theWD. This southerly moisture flux is

not climatological behavior since the mean lower-tropospheric

winds over this region in December are northeasterly.

While it is difficult to prove that the convergence associated

with the WD is related to the formation of the northward

branch of moisture flux, we do have two additional pieces of

evidence that support this claim. First, all other cases in which

this bifurcation occurs have the split branch directed straight

toward the WD convergence region – showing that the WD is

responsible for its direction (though not necessarily its exis-

tence). Second, we can use forward trajectories (Fig. 9c) to

show that moisture associated with the TD is physically sepa-

rated into two branches, and that this is not, for example, a

superposition of different phenomena on different layers.

These trajectories, initialized at 0600 UTC 11 December, were

computed in the same way as Fig. 8c except they were released

at 750 hPa and integrated 3 days forward in time, rather than

backward.

(ii) Preceding a merger

As we mentioned earlier, interaction types are not neces-

sarily mutually exclusive. It is rare to see two interaction types

occurring simultaneously, but not so uncommon for one to

FIG. 9. A bifurcating TD-to-WD moisture exchange interaction at 0600 UTC 11 Dec 1987. (a) The synoptic situation, showing 0300–

0300 UTC daily rainfall from APHRODITE, upper- and lower-level relative vorticity, and vertically integrated moisture flux. (b) The

moisture-focused synoptic situation, showing vertically integrated moisture flux, its convergence, vertical mass flux, and the locations of

theWDandTD. (c) The 3-day forward trajectories (colored by specific humidity; released at 750 hPa) from a region (marked by a red box)

near the TD. TheWD lasted from 5Dec, when it spun up over the east Atlantic, to 13Dec. The TD lasted from 30Nov to 15Dec. Red and

cyan lines mark the TD and WD tracks, respectively.
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follow another. Of these, by far the most common is a vortex

merger preceded by an TD-to-WD moisture exchange inter-

action. An excellent example of this (Fig. S6), occurred be-

tween 13 and 17 October 1998, when a tropical storm spun up

in the Arabian Sea and headed northeast over Gujarat. Before

making landfall it provided a nearby WD with moisture flux

resulting in widespread rainfall over northwest India. Several

days later the two vortices merged over north India resulting in

further precipitation over Himachal Pradesh andUttarakhand.

The extensive precipitation caused by this extended interac-

tion resulted in about 250 fatalities (EM-DAT 2020), mostly

fishermen in the Arabian Sea.

2) WD-TO-TD MOISTURE EXCHANGE

The alternative orientation for moisture exchange interac-

tions involves transfer of moisture from the WD to the TD.

This is typically less common than its opposite because, cli-

matologically, TDs are embedded in warmer, moister tropical

air masses, whereas WDs tend to sit in relatively drier, cooler

extratropical air masses.

Our WD-to-TD moisture exchange interaction case study

occurred in September 2003 (Fig. 10a), when a TD moved

along themonsoon trough having started at the head of the Bay

of Bengal; at the same time, a weak WD was moving south-

eastward through northern India. Heavy rains associated with

the TD occurred in the state of Uttar Pradesh, resulting

in fluvial flooding that killed 37 people. The synoptic charts

show that initially the WD disrupts the monsoonal westerlies

(0000 UTC 8 September), and eventually advects some mois-

ture itself toward the TD (1200 UTC 9 September; see the

small northwesterly flux in between the WD and TD centers).

The convergence/ascent charts (Fig. 10b) show thatmoisture

from the WD was advected straight toward the region of

ascent-driven moisture flux convergence to the west-northwest

of the TD. This is near the expected location of ascent and

maximum rainfall for monsoonal TDs, which is southwest of

the center where it is driven by quasigeostrophic forcing arising

from the interaction of the TD vortex and background mon-

soonal shear (Rajamani and Rao 1981; Boos et al. 2015). These

figures suggest that, at least in this case, the moisture contri-

bution from the WD was small but nonnegligible.

We can, to an extent, budget this contribution using mois-

ture back-trajectories, as in Fig. 10c. Here, as in Fig. 8c, 100

evenly distributed (i.e., 103 10) parcels are released just above

the boundary layer from a box containing the region with the

highest daily rainfall at the times marked on the respective

panels (0000 UTC 8 September, 1200 UTC 9 September,

0000 UTC 10 September). Initially (0000 UTC 8 September),

as we observed in the synoptic charts, theWDdoes not seem to

have provided any of its own moisture, rather briefly attracting

the monsoonal westerlies. Much of the moisture associated

with the heavy rainfall had already circulated at least once

around the TD, rather than being provided directly by the

westerlies encroaching into the northwest quadrant. Soon

(1200UTC 9 September through 0000UTC 10 September), the

WD develops as a moisture source in its own right, whereafter

it is the source of about 15% of the trajectories reaching the

heavy rainfall region (red box) 3 days later. Note that this more

minor contribution stands in contrast to TD-to-WD moisture

exchanges in which the TD provides almost all of the moisture

to a WD. This contribution is largely consistent among all

WD-to-TD moisture exchange interactions investigated, as is

the preferential location of precipitation to the northwest of

the TD center.

c. Miscellaneous interactions

1) SUCCESSIVE SYSTEMS

Both TDs and WDs can occur in rapid succession; indeed,

TDs can occur simultaneously in the Arabian Sea and Bay of

Bengal. Therefore, it is possible that some interactions could

involve more than one of a given type of system. We observe

several such cases (both two WDs with one TD and two TDs

with oneWD) in our dataset, one of which is shown in Fig. 11a.

In this case, from October 1996, two TDs originated in the

south of the Bay of Bengal within a few days of each other. The

first moved westward over the south of the peninsula before

stalling in the Arabian Sea, where it underwent a vortex

merger (section 1) with a passing WD. The second moved due

north toward the head of the bay, where it interacted via

TD-to-WDmoisture exchange with the sameWD. As a result,

there were heavy rainstorms over both the Arabian Sea and

Bangladesh, the latter causing flooding of the Brahmaputra.

2) ONSET VORTICES

Onset vortices are an idiosyncratic feature of the Indian

monsoon. As the monsoon advances northward across the

subcontinent, the front that divides the strong monsoonal

westerlies and weak, dry premonsoonal northwesterlies is rich

in cyclonic shear and exists in an environment with regions of

very large latent heat flux. As a result, TDs often spin up along

this front, typically in the Arabian Sea (Krishnamurti et al.

1981). These are of particular interest because they occur while

the subtropical jet is still fairly far south (it usually retreats

northward during the monsoon, Schiemann et al. 2009), and

thus are still supplying WDs to the subcontinent – providing

ample chances for WD–TD interactions. Four of the 59 inter-

actions investigated in this study directly involved an onset

vortex, (e.g., Fig. 11b). In this June 2004 case, there are

two onset vortex TDs, one in each basin. The Arabian Sea

TD interacted via WD-to-TD moisture exchange with a pass-

ing weak WD resulting in very heavy oceanic precipitation

southwest of the TD center. The TD in the Bay of Bengal did

not interact with theWD. Interactions involving onset vortices

are potentially dangerous because they can provide very heavy

rainfall to arid premonsoonal areas of north India, though not

in this case.

3) NO INTERACTION

As we saw in the previous case, it is possible for two systems

to be reasonably strong and close to each other, but not in-

teract. There were six such examples among our 59 cases,

though given the manual nature of our determination of in-

teraction types, they may well be interacting in a way not

identified in this study. Figure 11c shows an example case, from

October 1998. A TD initialized in the south of the Bay of
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FIG. 10. Selected charts for 8–10 Sep 2003, showing a WD-to-TDmoisture exchange. WD tracks and locations are given in cyan; those

for the TD are given in red. TheWD lasted from 1800UTC 31Aug to 0600UTC 10 Sep. The TD lasted from 0600UTC 4 Sep to 0600UTC

12 Sep. (a) Synoptic charts. Isolines, omitting zero, are shown for relative vorticity at multiples of 5 3 1025 s21 in orange (850 hPa) and

magenta (350 hPa). Precipitation (solid color) is taken from APHRODITE and shows the 0300–0300 UTC daily total; arrows show the

vertically integrated moisture flux. Coarse hatching indicates where surface pressure is below 850 hPa. (b) Moisture-focused synoptic

charts. Arrows show vertically integrated moisture flux. Colored contours show vertically integrated moisture flux convergence

(kgm22 s21), which has been spectrally truncated at T63 to aid illustration. Density-weighted vertically integrated vertical velocity is

shown by gray contours (interval: 0.05 Pa s21; positive values dashed; zero contour in dark gray). WD tracks and locations are given in

cyan; those for the TDare given in red. (c) The 3-day back trajectories for air parcels originating over northern India at 0600UTC8–10 Sep

2003, colored by specific humidity. For each time, 100 particles are released from 850 hPa, distributed evenly within a box (marked red)

that contains the heaviest rainfall at that time. Red and cyan dotted lines mark the TD and WD tracks, respectively.
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Bengal moved northwestward over the peninsula at the same

time a strongWDpassed through northern India. There was no

exchange of moisture, nor any dynamical interaction, and the

TD deposited a moderate amount of rainfall along the south-

east Indian coast. It is not yet clear why this pair did not in-

teract, when quite similar pairs have undergone TD-to-WD

moisture exchange. Synoptic charts for the full timeline of this

noninteracting case are given in Fig. S7.

4) SATELLITE EVENTS

In June 1983 (Fig. S8), an onset vortex that developed into a

TD in the Arabian Sea interacted with a WD over north India

in a way not observed in any of the other 58 cases. Both systems

contributed moisture to the advancing monsoon westerlies,

which, on impinging upon orography in northeast India several

thousand kilometers away, caused heavy precipitation. We

cannot generalize from a single case; however, this lends evi-

dence to the capacity for WDs and TDs to interact simulta-

neously with a strong background flow resulting in distant

precipitation. For that reason, we refer to this as a satellite

interaction.

4. Climatological statistics of WD–TD interactions

There are enough cases in this study for us to generate

provisional climatological statistics and to compare and con-

trast the differing interaction types. We start with analysis of

the system location and timing before looking at precipitation.

a. Timing and location

First, it would be useful to know whether there are signifi-

cant differences in the locations and intensities of contributing

systems as a function of interaction type. To do this, we classify

interactions frame-by-frame (i.e., all points on all lines inside

the red box on Fig. 1, then compute the mean statistics for

contributing TDs and WDs. Mean locations with interquartile

ranges and mean intensities are shown in Fig. 12. Here, we

consider only the main types of interaction, omitting those

with a small sample size or which are more accurately de-

scribed as contributing factors (e.g., secondary system, onset

vortices) rather than distinct interaction types.

As vortex mergers (light blue) require the two interacting

systems to be close, it is unsurprising that this is the interaction

type with the smallest mean distance betweenWDand TD.We

also see that the TD location has higher variance compared to

those of other interaction types, presumably in part due to

those types (cf. TD-to-WD moisture exchange, jet-streak ex-

citation) requiring a more precise interaction angle.

The relative positioning of systems in jet-streak excitation

cases (dark blue) is quite similar to those of vortex mergers,

though the interaction axis is much more zonal. These cases

also have the highest average TD intensity, likely following

from the direct intensification of the TD by the ascending air

associated with the jet-streak entrance. In general, TDs that

undergo dynamically coupled interactions are on average sig-

nificantly stronger than those that undergo moisture exchange

interactions.

TD-to-WD moisture exchange interactions (yellow; orange

for bifurcation) allow the systems to be more distant from each

other and typically have comparatively stronger WDs, and as

we have already seen, weaker TDs. This is particularly evident

for WDs present in TD-to-WD moisture exchange bifurcation

interactions, which are on average about 25% stronger than

those involved in other interaction types (among the 59 case

studies). This is evidence in support of our hypothesis in

section 3b(1)(i) that bifurcation cases are caused by circulation

associated with strong WDs advecting moisture away from

weak TDs.

The mean separation and intensity of systems contributing

to WD-to-TD moisture exchange interactions (green) differs

little from those in TD-to-WDmoisture exchange cases, except

for a much weaker WD, on average the weakest of any

FIG. 11. Synoptic charts for selected interaction contexts showing (a) the involvement of a secondary TD; (b) monsoon onset vortices,

which typically encroach on the peninsula in early June; and (c) the apparent lack of an interaction altogether, despite the presence of both

a WD and a TD. As in previous figures, isolines of 850- and 350-hPa relative vorticity are shown in orange and magenta, respectively;

locations and tracks of TDs andWDs are given in red and cyan, respectively; solid contours show daily rainfall; and arrows show vertically

integrated moisture flux.
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interacting types, and a more eastward-located TD. These

differences are slight, however, and it remains unclear what

causes a TD-to-WD moisture exchange interaction to happen

preferentially over a WD-to-TD one, or vice versa. For the

cases in which no interaction is observed (white), the associ-

ated WD is typically very weak and positioned almost due

north of the TD, which in contrast, is strong.

Next, we turn our attention to the seasonality of different

interactions, which can shed light on the role of the large-scale

environment and provide additional information for fore-

casters. Before we discuss this in detail, it is worth noting the

seasonal cycle of contributing systems for this region.WDs can

occur at any time of year, but are both stronger and more

frequent during winter December–April (Hunt et al. 2018a)

and weaker and less frequent during the monsoon. Data from

the India Meteorological Department (IMD) Cyclone eAtlas1

show that TDs are prevalent for much of the year, particularly

from April–December. They peak in August at the height of

the monsoon, but tropical cyclones peak either side of the

monsoon, in May and November.

These combine to make interactions betweenWDs and TDs

most common between May and December (Fig. 13) with a

downturn during the monsoon season, whenWDs are typically

rare and too far north, and a large peak in October, when both

types of system are relatively common. No type appears to

deviate much from the mean seasonality, though it is notable

that the largest contributor to the October peak is from vortex

mergers, with other types being more symmetrically distrib-

uted either side of the monsoon. The disproportionately high

frequency of vortex mergers in October and November comes

about as the southward movement of the subtropical jet fol-

lowing the monsoon withdrawal brings WDs across the sub-

continent; at the same time, the postmonsoon Bay of Bengal is

still rich for tropical cyclogenesis. All secondary-system events

happen in October, and by definition, all onset vortex events

happen in June, where they dominate the population of that

month. Only 2 of the 59 cases occur from January to April.

b. Precipitation

We have already seen that WD–TD interactions are anec-

dotally responsible for heavy precipitation, flooding, and loss

of life, but we have not yet compared precipitation between

interaction types. Figure 14 shows the mean precipitation over

the 59 cases considered here, stratified by interaction type. It

also shows the mean precipitation for the same domain for all

WDs, all TDs, and all potential interactions (i.e., anything on

the heatmap in Fig. 1, not just events in the red box). There are

two caveats, which we will address in due course: first, by

construction, our cases have either a strongWD or TD or both,

so comparison with the full climatology of either is not strictly

fair; second, as we have seen, the seasonality does not vary

much by interaction type, but it is markedly different from

those of WDs and TDs, respectively. Despite this, there are a

number of useful inferences we can make from Fig. 14.

The heaviest precipitation by far is associated with jet-streak

excitation events, and it is concentrated in the region where

TDs are located during the interaction (Fig. 12), further sup-

porting the hypothesized mechanism for this interaction.

Given that a vortex merger also intensifies the TD, we might

have expected similarly high precipitation values in the top-left

FIG. 13. Bar chart showing the seasonality of interaction types.

Where a second type (or notable context) is also associated with an

event, these are shown to the right of their primary type by a

thinner bar.

FIG. 12. Mean location of TD (circles) and WD (diamonds)

during each of the main interaction categories. Error bars indicate

the interquartile ranges of longitude and latitude. Marker size is

proportional to the mean intensity of the system in question, cal-

culated using 850-hPa relative vorticity for TDs and 350-hPa rel-

ative vorticity for WDs.

1 http://www.rmcchennaieatlas.tn.nic.in/
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panel of Fig. 14. There are several possible reasons that we do

not observe that: first, the greatly increased spatial variance

of TDs when compared with jet-streak excitation cases;

second, a considerable number of mergers happen over or

near the Himalayan foothills when the TD is already close to

the end of its life, giving it less chance to deepen to the

same extent.

Precipitation in TD-to-WD moisture exchange cases is

consistent with the mechanism outlined in section 1, falling

most heavily in and around the orography to the north where

WDs usually precipitate (cf. the panel showing all WDs).

Almost all of the precipitation happens in this region during

pure TD-to-WD moisture exchange interactions, supporting

the notion that TDs push moisture flux toward theWDs, which

then cause the precipitation. In bifurcating cases, there is also

significant precipitation associated with the TD, in agree-

ment with what we found in section 3b(1), that a WD takes

only a fraction of the TD moisture flux, so the latter is still

associated with significant precipitation. The mean precip-

itation for WD-to-TD moisture exchange interactions is

focused over central and western India (with the additional

orographic band over the northeast, common to all inter-

actions), clearly linked with the TD and located to the

northwest of its mean location (Fig. 12), consistent with the

single case discussed in section 2 and supporting the hy-

pothesis raised there that this kind of interaction causes

rainfall to occur preferentially to the northwest of the TD.

These results are confirmed using precipitation data from

the IMDAA reanalysis (Fig. S9).

These footprints provide some useful evidence to support

our earlier hypotheses in section 3—that rainfall is ampli-

fied by a dynamical coupling interaction but relocated by a

moisture exchange interaction—but they do not permit a

fair comparison to judge differences in magnitude between

interaction types. To do this, we construct probability density

functions (Fig. 15) of all daily rainfall amounts at each pixel

(0.258 3 0.258; APHRODITE). These are then separated into

interaction types as well as climatologies of selected WD and

TD intensity thresholds, computed using 350- and 850-hPa

relative vorticity, respectively.

The precipitation distributions for each interaction type

follow the all-TD climatology quite closely, with the clear ex-

ception of jet-streak excitation cases, which provide signifi-

cantly heavier rainfall than even the top decile of TDs.

Precipitation rates of 100–150mmday21 in vortex merger

events are also significantly more common than the all-TD

climatology, but there are insufficient data to extrapolate this

to the highest rates. WD-to-TD moisture exchange interac-

tions also show an increase in frequency of rates exceeding

250mmday21, but these are too scarce in our dataset to make

any meaningful generalizations. In short, we see that precipi-

tation in dynamically coupled cases (jet-streak excitations, and

to a lesser extent vortexmergers) is amplified, but precipitation

in moisture exchange interactions (both WD-to-TD and

TD-to-WD) is relocated.

5. Toward an automated framework

Thus far, our classification for each case has been deter-

mined manually. Here, we explore how our results might in-

form the development of an automatic classification and

compositing framework and outline the problems and advan-

tages of different methods. Such a framework is important for

forecasters who would need to assess whether a particular

FIG. 14. Mean precipitation (from APHRODITE) over land (mmday21) for each of the major interaction types (over the 59 events)

discussed in this study. For comparison, mean precipitation is also shown for all WDs, all TDs, and all days where both are simultaneously

present in the domain (see Fig. 1 for reference). The mean location ofWDs and TDs for each set are given by cyan and magenta markers,

respectively.
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interaction is likely to occur, and whether or not there will be

intense precipitation as a result. The first step to achieving this

is to choose and implement an algorithm that can automatically

classify different interaction types. We initially attempted to

do this using a k-means clustering method. We extracted and

normalized variables that were shown to be important indi-

cators of interaction type earlier in this paper: rainfall, ver-

tically integrated moisture flux, vertical velocity, vorticity,

and upper-level winds. We concatenated these and per-

formed dimensionality reduction. Resulting clusters exposed

only differences in WD and TD locations and were not

sensitive to the selection of input variables or method of di-

mensionality reduction. To overcome this, we rotated, re-

scaled, and for vector data, reorientated the input variables,

so that each sample was projected onto a common grid with

the TD center located at [0, 0] and the WD center located at

[0, 1]. Clustering was reattempted, but remained insensitive

to input parameters, instead separating clusters according to

WD–TD distance. This is because the projected dynamical

fields are sensitive to this value: being stretched or squashed

as the projection requires.

Even had this been successful, it may not have been repre-

sentative: most common clustering techniques do not permit a

point to be assigned to more than one cluster, yet, as we have

shown in this paper, the interaction types we have presented

are not all mutually exclusive. Therefore, we decided to man-

ually derive automatic selection methods based on our selec-

tion of case studies, which we outline below.

a. Vortex merger

Themethod for vortex mergers is based on the identification

procedure used in Fig. 2b, finding cases where vorticity con-

tours at consecutive pressure levels overlap:

1) Extract the relative vorticity zk at every pressure level k

from 850 to 200 hPa in intervals of 50 hPa.

2) Find contour polygons Ci
k for the 2 3 1025 s21 isolines at

each level.

3) Identify the polygon from the set Ci
850 that contains the

center of the TD. Label this polygon C*
850

.

4) Identify the polygon from the set Ci
800 that contains the

largest amount of area that is also contained in C*
850

. Label

this polygon C*
800

, and fraction of area of C*
850

that is in

C*
800

, r850.

5) Propagate through all levels, finding the polygon in the set

Ci
k that contains the largest fraction of C*

k21
. Retain all rk.

6) If C*
350

does not contain the center of the WD, the score for

this metric is 0. If it does, the score is the mean of the lowest

three values in rk.

7) A merger is determined to be occurring if the score

exceeds 0.1.

b. Jet-streak excitation

Efforts to derive a metric based on characteristics of the

Q-vector field were not fruitful. Instead, the method for jet-

streak excitation interactions is based on Figs. 6 and 7, using

the importance of the relative location of the TD to the jet, and

the midlevel deepening of the TD:

1) Compute the T63-truncated vertical velocity v and the

normal component of the wind un over a vertical cross-

section plane containing the centers of both the WD

and the TD.

2) Locate the most negative value of 500-hPa v coincident

with the plane within 250 km of the TD center. Call this

quantity v*.

3) Locate the largest value of 250-hPa un between the TD and

WD centers, i.e., the center of the jet (should it exist there).

Call this quantity u*n .

4) Project the locations of v* and u*n to the surface and

calculate the length of the geodesic separating them, d.

5) The score for this metric is then calculated as 2100[v*

(u*n 2 20)]/d, assuming all quantities are in SI units. If the

score for the vortex merger metric above is nonzero, then

the score for this metric is set to 0.

6) A jet-streak excitation is determined to be occurring if the

score exceeds 0.2 Pa s22.

c. Moisture exchange interactions

Thismethod is based on themoisture flux analysis associated

with Fig. 8. Here we use the common projection outlined

above, whereby all fields are rescaled and rotated such that

the TD center is located at [0, 0] and the WD center is located

FIG. 15. Probability density functions of daily precipitation

amounts over South Asia (58–408N, 608–958E; land only) by inter-

action type. For comparison, the distributions for all WDs and all

TDs are also shown, alongwith respective stratification by intensity

into their top tercile and top decile.
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at [0, 1]. Let us call the axes of this common coordinate system

~x and ~y.

1) Project vertically integrated moisture flux and daily precip-

itation (in this case, we use reanalyzed precipitation data

from IMDAA) onto the common grid. Call these quantities
~f and ~p, respectively.

2) Compute the mean of the ~y component of ~f over all grid

points where that component is positive (i.e., the mean

magnitude of southerly flux), bounded by 21# ~x# 1 and

0# ~y# 1. Call this quantity ~f1y ; it approximates the mois-

ture flux passing from the TD to the WD. Do the same for

grid points where the ~y component is negative to compute
~f2y ; this approximates the moisture flux passing from the

WD to the TD.

3) Compute themean of ~p in the region bounded by21# ~x# 1

and 20:5# ~y# 0:5. Call this quantity ~pt; it represents pre-

cipitation associated with the TD.

4) Compute themean of ~p in the region bounded by21# ~x# 1

and 0:5# ~y# 1:5. Call this quantity ~pw; it represents precip-

itation associated with the WD.

5) The score for the TD-to-WD moisture exchange metric is

then given by ~f1y ~pw, and for the WD-to-TD moisture ex-

change metric by ~f2y ~pt. Where the TD-to-WD moisture

exchange score exceeds 0.25mmday21 kgm21 s21 (2.9 3
1029 kg s22), we determine a TD-to-WD moisture ex-

change interaction to be occurring. Where the WD-to-TD

moisture exchange score exceeds 1mmday21 kgm21 s21

(1.2 3 1028 kg s22), we determine a WD-to-TD moisture

exchange interaction to be occurring. The asymmetry in

these thresholds derives from TDs typically being associ-

ated with much greater precipitation than WDs.

When compared against the manual classifications given in

Table S1, thesemetrics perform relatively well, matching about

70% of moisture exchange and vortex merger cases, and about

50% of jet-streak excitation cases. In particular, we find that

the automatic method identifies about twice as many jet-streak

excitation cases as did our manual method because it captured

configurations that we did not recognize during the manual

process.

Using the automatic results, we use the common projection

to composite selected variables in Fig. 16. Many of the features

discussed in the previous sections are present. For vortex

mergers there is enhanced cyclonic circulation around both

systems as a whole, with associated enhanced ascent. The

strong jet separating theWDandTD is clearly visible in the jet-

streak excitation composite, along with the strongest ascent

and precipitation of any of the interaction types. The TD-to-WD

moisture exchange composite shows anomalous moisture flux

passing from the TD to the WD, over a region of anomalous

ascent, resulting in an increase in anomalous column water

vapor and precipitation near theWD. Interestingly, 39%of jet-

streak excitation interactions were also classified as TD-to-WD

moisture exchanges, and 37% of TD-to-WD moisture ex-

change cases were also classified as having a jet-streak

excitation. These values were 6% and 8%, respectively, for

the overlap between jet-streak excitations and WD-to-TD

FIG. 16. Standardized composites for automatically identified interaction types. For each time step included in each composite, data are

rotated and rescaled such that the TD center is located at [0, 0] and the WD center is located at [0, 1]. (right) The mean values for all

interactions (i.e., across all 59 cases in this paper), and each interaction type is then presented as an anomaly to this mean. Magnitudes

quoted in the legend forv and vertically integratedmoisture flux are used in themean composite, whereas the anomaly panels use half this

value. (top) Rainfall (using IMDAA reanalysis), vertically integrated moisture flux, and column water vapor (solid lines indicating a

positive anomaly; dashed lines indicating a negative anomaly). (bottom) The 250-hPa winds and T63-filtered density-weighted vertical

velocity averaged over the atmospheric column (solid lines showing ascent or anomalous ascent; dashed lines showing descent or

anomalous descent). The d value indicates the mean separation of system centers for each interaction type.
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moisture exchange interactions. The WD-to-TD moisture ex-

change composite shows anomalous moisture flux entering

the TD, with a significant proportion coming from the WD.

This results in regions of anomalous positive precipitation

near the TD.

We reiterate that these automatic metrics are only pre-

sented as guidelines, and further work is needed to check

whether they are robust. For example, the moisture exchange

metrics may be unreliable over larger interaction distances,

where mean flux would be a less useful indicator of whether

moisture is being advected from one system to another.

Likewise, we must note that despite being an acceptable

compromise, the common projection method suffers from the

smearing out of geographically fixed features such as oro-

graphic rainfall.

6. Discussion

The most significant shortcoming of this study is that clas-

sifications were made manually, largely by inspection of syn-

optic charts and vorticity and moisture budgets. While we have

defined criteria that can be used for automatic classification,

future studies that seek to expand or improve our climatology

should focus on the further development of automated classi-

fication techniques. Since this is a classification problem,

it could be addressed using machine learning techniques.

Algorithm-based identification is a potentially complex prob-

lem for moisture exchange interactions that may require in-

telligent use of moisture trajectory analyses.

As we discussed in the Introduction, several early observa-

tional studies noted how passing WDs could intensify an im-

mature TD in the Bay of Bengal; however, the intensity

criterion in our case study selection method essentially omits

such interactions from our analysis. These would presum-

ably be more prevalent in an extended climatology, either

appearing as vortex mergers or an as-yet-unnamed dynami-

cally coupled interaction. Similarly, we subjectively dismissed

several cases as not involving a detectable interaction. This

does not necessarily mean that they do not interact, and more

work will be needed to detect and determine these potential

pathways.

We also dismissed any cases of TDs spawning directly from

strongWDs, arguing that this does not constitute an interaction

between a tropical and extratropical system. The TD tracking

algorithm does not make this distinction, so these events—five

in all satisfying our remaining criteria—were removed. Several

studies have highlighted the importance of these WD-born

TDs (Pisharoty and Desai 1956; Chakravarti 1968; Loe et al.

2005), but to what extent they are genuinely ‘‘tropical’’ remains

an open question.

Previous work on the interactions between TCs and UTTs

found that for certain TC–UTT orientations and UTT char-

acteristics, the resulting wind shear was detrimental to TC

growth and the interaction therefore weakened, rather than

intensified, the TC (DeMaria et al. 1993; Molinari et al. 1998).

We assumed that this would not be a factor in WD–TD inter-

actions because strong vertical wind shear is thought to be ei-

ther beneficial for or otherwise not significantly detrimental to

TD growth (Rao et al. 2004; Ditchek et al. 2016). This as-

sumption was supported by the fact that in none of the 59 cases

explored here did the TD appear to weaken during interaction

with a WD. Nevertheless, vertical wind shear could play an

important role in the magnitude of TD intensification and

should be a subject of future study.

Aside from those listed above, there are a number of im-

portant avenues for potential future work, many of which

would be greatly assisted by the development of an extended

climatology of events. For example, why do some TD–WD

pairs not interact, despite being sufficiently strong and proxi-

mal? What is the role of TD-added moisture in increasing the

instability around aWD during TD-to-WDmoisture exchange

interactions, and what role do fronts and baroclinic zones ac-

tually play in such cases? How important is orography in in-

teractions that increase WD precipitation?

7. Conclusions

While tropical depressions (TDs) largely occur during

summer months and extratropical western disturbances (WDs)

largely occur during winter, both can cause heavy precipitation

outside these periods, and can even coincide—most notori-

ously during the north India floods of 2013.

In this study, existing databases of WD tracks and TD tracks

were used to identify instances of WD–TD interactions. The

interactions were filtered using proximity and intensity criteria,

leaving 59 case studies (Table S1) to be examined in detail, with

selected examples being given for each of the four interaction

types identified in this paper.

The 59 cases could be broadly separated into two main

families: dynamical coupling andmoisture exchange. These are

more usefully subdivided into four distinct subtypes that

are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Schematics of each type

are given in Fig. 17, which we describe below:

a. Vortex merger

These interactions occur when the TD and WD vortices

physically merge into a single vortex, usually as a result of the

TD moving northward into the ascent region found to the east

of the WD center. This results in upward vertical advection of

vorticity, strengthening the WD directly and the TD through

stretching. These are dynamically coupled interactions and

typically occur (though not always) around the Himalayan

foothills. Merger interactions are an analog to the ‘‘favorable

superposition’’ interactions of Hanley et al. (2001) and the

cutoff cluster of Fischer et al. (2019).

b. Jet-streak excitation

These interactions occur when a WD disrupts the subtropi-

cal jet enough to form a jet streak downstream. Entrances to

these jet streaks induce a region of broad, strong ascent to their

right (i.e., south or southeast in the Northern Hemisphere).

TDs entering this region quickly and dramatically intensify in

response to the additional ageostrophic forcing. These are

also dynamically coupled, and result in the highest rainfall

rates of any interaction type. Jet-streak excitation interac-

tions are an analog to the ‘‘favorable distant interactions’’ of
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Hanley et al. (2001) and the northwest UTT cluster of Fischer

et al. (2019).

c. TD-to-WD moisture exchange

These interactions are the first and most common of the three

types in the moisture exchange family. When situated at the

correct relative angle, TDs can propel southerly/southwesterly

moisture flux toward aWDwhere it is precipitated either in the

area of ascent associated with WDs (to their east), or over the

orography. TD-to-WD moisture exchange interactions can

result in very high precipitation rates over north India and

Pakistan, the 2013 Uttarakhand floods being the most signifi-

cant among them. This type of moisture exchange is dynami-

cally similar to the predecessor rainfall events identified in

Galarneau et al. (2010). Even if the WD and TD are not cor-

rectly orientated, a sufficiently strong WD is able to draw

moisture away from the TD (‘‘bifurcating’’ its moisture flux).

As a result of this split, the TD is still associated with some

heavy rainfall, and precipitation near the WD is slightly re-

duced when compared to a standard TD-to-WD moisture ex-

change interaction.

d. WD-to-TD moisture exchange

These work in the opposite manner to TD-to-WD moisture

exchange: WDs provide or direct northerly/northwesterly

moisture flux to the TD. Around 10%–20% of the total

moisture consumed by the TD originates from the WD, in

contrast to TD-to-WD moisture exchange interactions where

nearly all of themoisture flux consumed by theWD is provided

by the TD. There is some evidence of an increase in high

rainfall rates when compared to noninteracting TDs, which

typically occur over central or east India.

Six of the 59 cases appeared not to contain an interaction

between the TD and WD. None of the 59 cases contained an

‘‘unfavorable’’ interaction. In Fischer et al. (2019), unfavorable

interactions depended on the upper-tropospheric trough im-

parting large wind shear over the tropical cyclone. While that

situation is possible in WD–TD configurations over South

Asia, vertical wind shear is not detrimental to the growth of

TDs as it is in TCs.

The monthly frequency of interactions was found to be bi-

modal with peaks either side of the monsoon in June and

October, the latter being by far the most populous month.

Vortex mergers are disproportionately common in October,

but the other interaction types did not appear to feature pro-

nounced seasonality. Monsoon onset vortices were a very im-

portant contributor to interactions in June, and the several

cases of two systems interacting almost simultaneously with a

third were confined to October.

Automatic criteria to identify each type of interaction were

proposed. For vortex mergers, this depended on overlapping

regions of high vorticity at each pressure level. For jet-streak

excitations, the criterion was derived from the strength of the

jet, midlevel ascent, and the relative positioning of the WD

and jet. For both types of moisture exchange interactions,

the criteria were based on vertically integrated moisture flux

FIG. 17. Schematics for each of the major interaction types identified in this paper.
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projected onto the vector connecting the system centers. These

metrics performed well when compared with the manu-

ally identified classifications, although the automatic method

identified considerably more jet-streak excitations.

A common composite projection was proposed as a con-

sistent framework to compare different interaction types,

regardless of the absolute and relative positions of the con-

tributing TD and WD. Combining this with the automatic

criteria, an automatic climatology was presented, in which the

key results from the manual climatology were ratified.
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